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Session 4: Piles and other deep foundations
Séance 4: Pieux et autres fondations profondes

Session 4A: Pile foundation design methods
A.EVAN wEELE_ Professor

Van Heels drew the attention to the driving and loading
to failure of a precast concrete pile, during the Se
cond European Symposium on Penetration Testing, held in
Amsterdam in 1982. All 700 participants were asked to
present their predictions of load versus settlement
behaviour of that pile, installed at a given depth. Re
levant soil data were available in CPT, SPT, Pressiome
ter as well as in Weight Sounding and Boring Log with
the results of the usual laboratory tests.
Only 19 participants presented predictions of the fai
lure load on the piletop. It varied between 700 and
1400 kN. The expected settlement under a load of 500 kN
showed a variation between 2,3 and IB mm. Of course a
few predictions were reasonably close to the actual
pile behaviour. lt is evident that the authors of those
predictions would be eager to publish the results to
explain that their method has shown to be the most
accurate one.
A comparable experience applies to any specialist of us
who has been a consultant for say, 19 different piling
projects. Part of our work is to give predictions of
the bearing capacity and maybe also of the load/settle
ment behaviour of the different foundations. If these
19 recommendations fall in between 2 International
Conferences he has per conference at least one ideal
case, very suitable to be published. This is what seems
to apply too often.
It would be better if we, as authors would be more re
served and only publish our results if we have made
sure that, what we pretend, is generally applicable and
preferably even outside our own geological area. Only
such experience is of importance to others and worth
while to be published and to be studied by colleagues.
This does however not apply to our lucky chances.

Several authors to session 4A had been invited to pre
sent the highlights of their papers. The first subject
is that of static vs. dynamic pile capacity;

Balthaus, Meseck and Seitz, Western Germany;
Balthaus stated that for driven piles, dynamic pile
tests for the determination of bearing capacity are now
generally accepted in Western Germany. The scale of ap
plication is steadily increasing but cover still a li
mited number of jobs. The results have been helpful for
contractors and the controlling administration. The re
sults proved reliable.
Dynamic tests are to be combined with static tests in
order to be able to calibrate soil-dependent parame
ters. The value of these parameters in granular soils
can already be determined within narrow limits owing to
the interpretation of numerous tests. The German Geo

technical Society has installed a sub-committee for
drafting a Standard for dynamic impact testing and its
interpretation.
Bearing capacities determined from dynamic pile tests
are usually in good accordance with static load test
results. An average deviation of t 101 is common. These
results refer mainly to re-driving and conditions where
low damping granular soils prevailed. If the soil pro
file contains considerable portions of cohesive-, or
liquifiable material, the static loadtest is indispens
able for calibration.
Dynamic pile testing is a far better tool to predict
bearing capacity than any pile driving formula.

Wu, Gurtowsky and Yamane, USA.
On a bridge project 6 different diesel hammers have
been used to drive 61-cm octagonal prestressed concrete
piles over 30 m into alluvial deposits. It were 2 Kobe
K45, 3 Kobe KC45 and 1 Delmag D46 hammers, having al
most identical ram weights, ram stroke, rated energy
and explosive force. Ramweight was 4500 kg and maximum
stroke 3 m. The rated energies ranged between 55 and
140 kNm. The explosive force was approx. 1700 kN. The
K45 hammers use impact ignition, the KC45 high pressure
fuel injection. The last hammertypes generally have a
cleaner exhaust to meet the USA air-pollution stan
dards.
The true pile efficiency was measured from dynamic
testing, using Goble's Pile Analyser. It ranged between
a low 171 to a high 571 of the ramweight multiplied by
ramstroke. The most efficient hammer was the D-45, with
efficiencies between 30 and 572. The K-45 ranged be
tween 22 and 391 while the KC-45 was in between 17 and
281 only.
For a ramstroke of 2,50 m, the maximum force measured
in the piletop varied between 3700 kN for the KC-45 to
4900 kN for the D-45. These differences explained the
significant differences in driving time for identical
piles, driven with different ha mer types. The hammers
showed also differences in efficiency with time.

In the free discussion, the attention of the partici
pants was drawn to the fact that matching the calcula
ted force/time diagram with the one recorded does not
guarantee that the selected damping factors are the
true ones. There are many different solutions possible,
each leading to a match with the observed signal but to
different bearing capacities. For that reason a cali
bration of the determined ultimate load with the re
sults of a static load test remains essential. Another
aspect is that small variations in the value of the
damping factors may result in large differences in
ultimate pile resistance. One has to be very careful
with the interpretation of the dynamic testing procedu
re and thorough insight in soil behaviour and the chan
ging stress pattern in the soil around the pile remains
of vital importance, when applying the dynamic approach
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properly. It is too early for satisfaction. Further
research is needed to refine our knowledge about the
best possible theoretical approach, while collecting
data from dynamic tests at different piling projects
remains to be very useful to expand our experience.
The best results are obtained if the piles are redriven
after all neighbouring piles have been installed and
after some time has elapsed. The soil adapts itself
with time to the changed circumstances, caused by pile
installation. Interpretation of the final stages of the
normal pile-installation only may in certain cases lead
to wrong conclusions.
The accuracy in prediction of 101, as quoted by Balt
haus, is doubted by Prof.E.Franke.

PILE-DESIGN.

Miura, Japan.
Model tests in the laboratory were executed in order to
investigate particle crushing in sands around the foot
of a displacement pile. The results obtained showed:
1. A bulb-shaped particlecrushing region with a di

mension of 2 - 3 pile diameters dvelops around the
piletip.

2. The energy dissipated in the particle-crushing of
sand at the piletip is as much as 801 to 901 of
the total energy generated by the external force
to obtain pile-penetration.

3. The end resistance of piles in sand mainly depend
on the particle crushing properties of the sand
below the pilefoot.

Johnston and Choi, Australia.
Model tests on piles in soft synthetic rock have revea
led the failure mechanism below the foot of a pile. The
load/displacement curve shows an early deviation from
linear elastic behaviour. This is due to local crushing
which gradually increases in importance. The region of
major yielding correspond to a cone beneath the pile
base and the formation of a fan-shaped wedge in the
middle. Its wedging action results in the development
of radial tensile cracks in the plane of the fan. The
tensile strength of the founding rock must therefore be
given due attention, when applying numerical or analy
tical methods for the pile behaviour predictions.

Sato, Japan.
Piles subject to negative friction deserve special
attention. The neutral point is that section of the
pile-shaft where the settlement of the section is equal
to that of the surrounding soil. Above the neutral
point the pile is subject to negative friction and
below the same level to positive friction. In cases
where the end-bearing of a pile is smaller than the
nett pileload and the total frictional capacity, the
pile will show an ungoning settlement as the ultimate
foot resistance will be constantly mobilised.
lf the end-resistance is in excess of the sum of nett
load and total friction, the pile will not settle and
the ultimate foot resistance will not be mobilised. The
neutral point will in that case develop very near to
the pilefoot-level.

Hoo and Hoh, Singapore.
At an actual piling project in Singapore, the alignment
of several long and slender H-beams were measured seve
ral times. The subsoil consist for a large part of soft
marine clay deposits. The pile length varied between 36
and 52 m, of which the top 26 m was mainly embedded in
the clay.
The shape of ll testpiles was measured after driving,
during and after driving adjacent piles and before and
during static load tests. Deviations up to 1,36 m from
the theoretical location were recorded for the pile
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foot, while the pile spacing was only 1,00 m. Half of
the tested piles showed a larger inclination than l :
75, which is the maximum allowable according to the
British Code CP-2004.
The worst pile, having partly an inclination of 1 : 28,
was testloaded. when it was loaded to 2 x its design
load, the top-settlement was less than its theoretical
elastic shortening. The residual settlement was not
more than a few millimeters. It showed that the actual
inclination was not at all critical.
During the installation of adjacent piles the testpiles
showed increasing lateral movements in the middle of
the soft stratum in the order of 50 to 60 mm. The lar
ger movements took place along the weak axis of the
H-beams. This increased deviation didnot recover after
completion of the piling.
One testpile, equipped with H-pile splicing joints,
using plates welded to the outer faces of both flanges,
showed additional lateral movements during testloading.
The topmost joint yielded.

Zhukov, U.S.S.R.
Strips and square footings are being replaced by speci
ally designed prefabricated concrete piles in the USSR
for the foundation of single storey farmbuildings and
2-storey houses. This is done to reduce the amount of
labor- and material cost.
Piles are installed by impact driving and are equipped
with one or two shoulders at a short distance below
their tops. These shoulders are used as supports for
prefabricated panels or for 3-hinged frames. Numerous
piles were instrumented and tested. The results showed
that the lateral support of the soil is substantial and
that the piles can easily withstand the resulting ben
ding moments.
The piles have a blunt end. This results in better po
sitioning of the piles, easier manufacture and simpler
handling, while the driving takes no more energy than
that of sharp ended piles. For greenhouses micropiles
are used, which are placed by pressing in. Also this
type of pile is much more economic than the convential
shallow footings.

PILE INSTALLATION.

Chin, Malaysia.
From 2 different sites, with displacement piles in a 2
layered type of soil, important experience was gained.
The toplayer was a 10 - 13 m thick soft marine clay,
while the deeper layer was a stiff residual soil. At
one site the piles were structurally sound and embedded
in the residual soil. Pile heave was small and the
bearing capacities not affected by this heave.
At the second site, due to structurally inadequate
joints, soil heave seperated each pile into 2 lengths
with a vertical gap of more than 75 mm between them.
This gap could be identified by means of the load/set
tlement diagram, obtained during static load tests.
Redriving of the damaged piles with the object of clo
sing the gap was shown to be unreliable and not comple
tely effective. It seems clear that with such piledama
ge, additional sound piles have to be driven to increa
se the capacity of the pile foundation to the design
values.

Mayer, Kreutz and Schultz, F.R.G.
As a lining of a canal in Germany, steel sheet piling
was used. The very hard soil could not be penetrated by
ordinary driving. So the RSB-method (Rosenstock Shock
Blasting) was applied. Investigations showed that this
method is very suitable for this application. It was
applied in such a way that in a small zone the rock was
crushed sothat the Larssen 32 sheets could be driven
with a D-22 to the required penetration of 6 m. Excava



tions showed that the rock was shattered over a width
of 0,60 to 0,80 m only. The total number of blows could
be reduced to less than 502 compared with other methods
The main advantage however was that pile damage was ex
cluded.
Pile driving in just stable slopes of stiff overconso
lidated clays was simplified by jetcutting throug 2
nozzles, welded onto each pair of sheets. Ground vibra
tion was greatly reduced and so also the risk of slope
failures. Investigations on claysamples taken after
sheet installation showed no negative effects on the
strength of the ground. Driving time was reduced to
less than 201 of that without high pressure jetting.

J§rvi5, Finland.
A historic building in Helsinki, founded on piles will
be renovated. This requires an additional pile founda
tion for which ductile iron pipes with a diameter of
118 and 170 mm have been selected. Prior to the final
foundation reinforcement design, actual testpiles were
driven within the building in order to collect data
about generated vibrations and accompanying soil defor
mations. Hydraulic jacks were placed between the buil
ding and the nearby existing piles, while new piles
were driven. The load onto the jacks was permanently
kept constant and the movements observed.
The tests revealed that with a strict guidance of the
free fall hammer the building vibrations could be limi
ted to a level of 1 mm/sec, which ia less than that
generated by the traffic in the street. A small diffe
rence in pile diameter made little difference as long
as the same hammer was applied. The vibrations decrea
sed substantially when the piles reached their final
bearing.
The foot of the existing piles was the most sensitive
conductor of the vibrations.
Based on the observations, an increase in building set
tlement of 1 to A mm is expected as a consequence of
the underpinning work. This is considered to be accep
table. A well guided piling device with a centered
stroke will limit the vibrations and settlements to a
minimum.
The slim hollow tubular piles could reach the bearing
stratum with light equipment. Inspection of integrity
and deflection is relatively easy through the open
COTE »
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Great capacity tanks foundation on soft soils
HECTOR MORENO ALFARO, Ing., Petroleos Mexicanos

Petroleos Mexicanos often construct high capacity
vertical cylindrical tanks, (85 m, diameter and
14.63 m high) whose foundation soils have low shear
strength and high compresibility; the geological
location is in the coastal plain of México Gulf,
whose soil stratification is alternating layers of
soft and very soft clay with loose clayed sand in
thickness between 10 and 30 m.

Recently we have made use of a procedure to improve
the soil foundation, consistent in: Drill and cast
in place piles of 1.20 m diameter made with cement
mortar f'c= 60 Kg/cm2, without reinforcement and
supported in capable soil stratum, above we built a
structural earth fill, sometimes mixed with cement,
and finally we place the tank.

The structural behaviour of this foundation has been
arranged in agreement to the next mechanism: The
design of an earth fill to transmit the weigth of
the tank to the piles and sorrounding soil withouth
penetration of the piles in it and that the pressure
of the earth not induce a failure or excesive
settlement in the soil; this is achieved analysing
the fenomenon of arching in the earth fill among a
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group of piles (at least three to form a vault),
revise of the pile penetration in the earth fill,
considering it as an inverted problem of bearing
capacity of shallow foundation (Ref. 1, Fig. 1) and
study the load transfer of the soil to piles via
shear strength.

CONCLUSION

This foundation es economically atractive with
respect to its alternative: Pile foundation because
it no include reinforcement and slab foundation and
improve with preloading giving the material scarcity

To the date, processing has had successful in the
Pajaritos, Ver. area with 4.0 m of spacing between
piles and 2.0 m thickness in earth fill of soil
cement f'c= 30 Kg/cm2, the tanks are 18 m diameter
and 12 m high (Ref. 2) with 2 cm settlement.

At present, the seismic analysis of the proposed
foundation has been limited to simplified static
analysis; though we recognize the convenience of a
dynamic model before a seismic excitation.

REFERENCES:
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taci6n de un tanque vertical mediante pilotes-te
rraplén estructural.
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de Ingenieria de Proyecto, Pémex; 10-101, TV-73
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tos, Ver., 1984.



Pile bearing capacity as related to a new construction
method

Force portante de pieux en relation a une nouvelle
méthode de construction

ENFllCO LAHRIGONI, Technical Dir., Flocksoil S.r.l., Consulting
Engrs., Milan, Italy

This contribution is concerned with the perform
ance of a recently developed type of pile known
as Pressocontrol.
The pile is formed by driving into the ground
an empty shell sealed at the bottom by a waterproof shoe which is left in place. `
The driving cap is equipped with the necessary
connection for the concrete pipe and with sofig
ticated devices enabling the operator to tight
en, by remote control, the cap against the _
casing, thus acheaving an airtight pressure
head.
When the required penetration is obtained, the
cap can be easly removed to insert a reiforcing
cage, if required.
The most relevantfeature consists in the possi
bility of injecting concrete under controlled
pressure, througth a tremie pipe,to the bottom
of the casing. The casing is slowly withdrawn
as concreting progresses, keeping a controlled
head of concrete inside the casing itself.
Pouring pressure up to 500 kPa (45.5 psi) can
be attained.
The bearing capacity of Pressocontrol piles has
been measured by means of several full-size
load tests.
Fig. 1 shows load versus settlement curves re
levant to 0.46 m diameter, 15.5 m long Presso
control piles concreted under different inject
ion pressures,respectively, 50 kPa (full linef
and 180 kPa (dashed line). The piles where
driven in Melfi, Italy, one close to the other,
throughout fine quartz-micaceous sand of low
to medium density (N = 4+8 blows per foot) con
taining seams of soft plastic clayey silt,
down to 7.0 m below ground level (see typical
borehole log reported in Fig. 1). The lower
portion of the pile is anchored into medium
dense to dense sand.
The load vs. settlement curves show a remark
able bearing capacity increase, with consequent
settlement reduction, in connection with higer
injection pressure.
The load vs. settlement diagrams reported in
Fig. 2 refer to different types of piles,
namely: 0.50 m diameter, 6.0 m long Presso
control (full line) concreted under 200 kPa
injection pressure; ordinary 0.50 m dia. driven
shell-cast in place piles, respectively 6.0 m
(dashed line) and 8.0 m (dotted line) long.
The Pressocontrol pile shows a considerablyhigher bearing capacity, as compared with hat
of the driven shell-cast in place pile of the
same length and also of the longer one (8.0 m).
The above mentrned piles were driven in Zurich,
Switzerland, through homogeneous, dense gravel
ly sand.
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It is belived that the increase in bearing cg
pacity of Pressocontrol piles concreted under
relatively high injection pressures is caused
by concrete penetration into the soil surround
ing the pile shaft, with consequent formation
of irregular bulges, thus providing high conte
act pressure with the soil and high shaft
friction.
Research is in progress in order to ascertain
if cementation or other phenomena take place in
the soil (s) surrounding the pile shaft, due to
squeezing of cement grout.
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Comments on: ‘Point resistance of piles in sand', by
N.Miura

Discussion sur: ‘Resistance de pointe des pieux dans
Ie sable', by N.Miura

E.E.DE BEER, Emeritus Professor, Ghent State University Ghent,
Belgium

WEVAN IMPE, Professor, Laboratory ot Soil Mechanics, Ghent
State University Ghent, Belgium

with much interest we read the contribution of
Prof. N. Miura on "Point resistance of piles in
sand". This contribution clearly indicates the
influence of the crushing phenomena on the pile
behaviour.
Concerning the practical meaning of the quantita
tive data obtained, we should however like to ma
ke some reserve. for 3 reasons :
1°) The ratio of the diameter of the vessel to

that of the pile 33,2 : 5 = 5,55 seems some
what too small for the case of dense sands.
This is sustained by the fact that the fig.7
shows that the radius of the crushed zone to
that of the pile is already about 3. It is
therefore possible that because of the pre
sence of the wall of the vessel, the crushing
is somewhat more intense than in reality.

2°] The relation obtained between the surface
area change and the plastic work, determi
ned in a triaxial test on a sample B 5 cm,
is simply transposed for the different case
of the stress field under the pile base. How
ever in a triaxial test, because of the boun
daries [end plates etc.) the stress field is
not uniform. and this is also the case for
the unit deformations. Therefore here again,
in the transposition there is some uncertain
ty.

3°) Finally. the prediction of the lateral fric
tional resistance on pile is rather rudimen
tary.

Indeed, the relative deformation stifness of the
model pile versus the soil is quite different
from the in situ conditions.
As a consequence the distribution of the applied
top force in end bearing and shaft bearing parts
will also be very different. The estimation of
the lateral shaft resistance out of the model
test results therefore indeed is very rudimen
tary.
Even when taking into account these reserves,
the measurements made by Prof. Miura are very
convincing in showing that in bearing capacity
problems of piles in sands the crushing phenome
na play an important role.
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Factors of safety tor skin triction and end bearing
E.FFlANKE, Prof. Dr.-lng., Inst. of Soil Mechanics, Technical

University of Darmstadt, FFIG

gether with Formula (3) this yields Formula (4),
the results oF which For F = const = 2 are shown
in table 1. It can De seen that For mainly shaft
nearing piles (with O§t>0p|_) a saFety Factor
Fp < U is revealed, which is in contradiction wlth
reality and has only a Formal meaning. Really in
such cases the exploitation of the limit skin
Friction and oF the corresponding settlement is
not allowaole, 1.e. F5 > 1 has to DE chosen apart
From F,> 1. In this case, together with Formula

The First topic put Forward For this discussion
was: How to avoid load testing of piles which has
oeconne very expenslve with the appllcatlon oF
large diameter piles.

As EDB soil properties are changed during the in
stallation oF piles neither calculations oF Dear
ing capacity nor oF settlements like For shallow
Foundations IH Germany are allowed. From load
tests empirical limit values For skin Friction qi
and point pressure qd were gathered For dif
Ferent soil and pile types. Then For the deriva
tion oF the allowaole load the application oF the
well known Formula (1) was discussed in our pile
committee (From which the used aooreviations are
recognlzaoleL

It was soon experienced EDGE an economical appli
cation oF large diameter piles (particularly
mainly point nearing piles in sand) required
settlements oF more EUHR 2 cm under working con
ditions. Such settlements are allowable in most
cases because large piles have large spacings
too. But For settlements oF 2 cm normally the li
mit skin Friction qsL is reached, whereas the
point pressure qp still is smaller than q L.
Therefore in Formula (1) a safety Factor For skin
Friction & = 1 must D6 introduced (s. Formula Z)
and |$ must oe chosen such that Formula (2) is
Fulfilled For F = 2 (or 3 in some countries). To
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(3) Formula (1) yields Formula (5). This solution
was already suggested by Whitaker (1976) who pro
posed empirical Functions oF F5(s) and Fp(s) For
large bored piles in stiFF clay in his book. A
disadvantage oF Wnitakers MEENOU is that the dia
meter dependency oF the point pressure is not ac
counted For, and EDGE small piles and sandy soils
may yleld other Functions F5(s) and Fp(s). There
Fore our pile committee has chosen BHOCH€P way:
By regression analyses applied on test results
the point pressure and skin Friction values oF
Fig.1 and Flg.2 were Found. with CHESE values thé
load-settlement-curves For eacn actual case can
be drawn like ln Fig.3. The allowable load then
can be taken as the smaller oF the two Following
values:

‘Jun = 0(Sau ) 0" Oau = OL/F

QL is taken at a limit settlement oF sl = 0.1 DP.
By the mentioned regression analyses the diameter
dependency oF qp was approved to De valid For
plles with diameters From 0.3 up to 3 m.

Finally, I would like to hlnt at our model tests
with which it was approved that ln case of lg
tests a model Family is required to cover scale
eFFects (s. the conFerence paper DY FRANKE/MUTHL
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Group action of piles
E.FFlANKE, Prof. Dr.-Ing., Inst. of Soil Mechanics,TechnicaI

University of Darmstadt, FRG

topic 2 put Forward For this discussion session
concerns the group action. Still unpuolisned
Ph.D.Theses oF Baumgartl, H.G.Schmidt, Kluoer and
Heinaum may oe oF lnteresu

Baumgartl has deFined an upper limit oF the
settlement ratio regarding the settlement oF one
plle out oF a group oF wide spread Friction piles
with constant spacing 'a' between the piles with
diameter D and equal load O on each pile. Then
the compression oF the prismatic column oF Fig.la
caused by the skin Friction qs can D6 calculated
For slmplicity the cross sectional area oF the
pile may he neglected against a2, the pile may oe
regarded as rlgld in comparison with the soih
and the skin Friction qs may oe oF rigid/plastic
behavior like in Fig.lD. In this case skin Fric
tion wlll develop First at the pile oase. With
increasing loads Q the skin Friction develops up
ward the pile shaFt as shown in Fig.1d. In Fig.1c
is shown now to calculate £06 settlement s, at
tHE surFace caused Dy the skin Friction in the
column af-d. (Additional settlement s is caused
oy p in the half space beneath the pile oase
level, which IS calculated in the usual way.)
With this simple approach the order oF magnitude
oF the settlement can oe estimated in an easily
understandable way causing more consciousness oF
the group action EDEN taoles and diagrams will
do. Another advantage oF Introducing these sim
pllFlcations is to show the role oF slipping Det
ween pile and soil and the pile length necessary
to transFer the load oy skin Friction to thesoll. With the more accurate dashed line in
FIg.1D, accounting For pile elasticity, increas
ing soil stiffness with depth a corresponding
gain in accuracy is possible.

The results From in situ tests on rows oF plles
oF H.G. SChmidt (1981) were extended to horizon
tally loaded pile groups by Kluoer with model
tests in sand. He has Found a simple rule For the
distrioutlon oF the resulting horizontal Force H
to the piles oF the group. As already Schmidt had
Found he recognized that under a Force acting
along a pile row the Front pile Dehaved like a
single pile. But the soil support For the second
and the Following piles was deteriorated. Fig.2a
shows some test results wlth load Factors written
IH the plle circles. a§= 1 means that CD6 pile is
taking the same load like a single pile. We have
to UiSliDQUiSh GL- and da -values For the pile
rows along and across the H-Force direction. For
the latter in addition we have to distinguish
oorder and center piles, 1.e.aab and unc (Fig.ZD)
USing.[He5€ a-values, the group action G9 is cal
culated as shown in Fig. 2c. It can ue shown tnat
this is valid at least approximately For 'long'
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and For 'short' piles, Further the diFFerences oF
the coeFFiclents of sungrade reaction and oF the
maximal moments For single and For group piles
are as indicated in Fig.2d

AHOLDEF still unpublished research result oF
Heloaum is the diFFerence Found netween walls
tied oack with single elements like anchor piles
or prestressed anchors on the one hand, and -on
the other Hand- tied Dack with an anchor wall
parallel to the wall (s. Fig.3a). It was Found DY
model tests in sand that dependent on a/h olg
differences between the two cases can occur. The
consequence is that in the case of Fig. 3D no
Fictitlous anchor wall (e.g. in the middle of the
Injected length) can be assumed arbitrarily, out
thBt the angle 0 resp. the length L* has to De
calaculated corresponding to the minimum of the
allowaole anchor Force A.

Schmidt (1981): Group action oF laterally loaded
Dored piles
Proc. X. ICSMFE, Stockholm, Vol.2, p.833-837
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Discussion to Session 4A: Bearing capacity of piles in
sand from cavity expansion theory

Fi.D.HOL'TZ, School of Civil Engineering, Purdue University West
u ayeneJndmna,USA

Probably the most elegant theoretical approach to
calculating the ultimate bearing capacity of piles in
sand is the procedure developed by the late Prof. A. S.
Vesic (1977), which is based on the theory of expanding
cavities in an infinite elasto-plastic soil medium.
However, as far as is known, this theory has not been
validated experimentally.

Recently, some experimental data were obtained from
self boring pressuremeter (SBP) tests on two sands,
Ticino from Italy and Hokksund from Norway, which were
conducted in one of the large Italian calibration cham
bers (CC) (Bellotti, Bizzi, and Ghionna, 1982). The
properties of the sands are well documented and they
have been used for CC testing in Norway, England, as well
as in Italy (Bellotti, Baldi, and Ghionna, et al., 1985).
The dominant mineral in each sand is quartz, although
they do have a small amount of mica; both sands have
subangular grains. The Camkometer was placed in the CC
prior to deposition of the sand ("percent insertion") to
eliminate disturbance during installation. The place
ment of the sand was carefully controlled, and the den
sity, Ko, OCR and boundary conditions were known. Table
l gives the pertinent physical data and test conditions.

The SBP tests yielded the limit pressure, pli ,
which is equivalent to the maximum cylindrical cavTty
pressure. Since this is a plane strain expansion, a
plane strain bearing capacity theory (analogous to the
Vesic axisymmetric theory) was developed (by Dr. R.
Lancellotta of the Technical University of Turin). The
theory requires a plane strain ¢, and appropriate consi
deration must be taken of the curved failure envelopes
(Baligh, 1976). Triaxial tests were conducted to de
termine the curved envelope parameters ooand ¢o- The
plane strain equivalent ¢O in Table l was calculated
from the Lade and Lee (1976) relation, ¢' = 1.5
¢' - l7°. To convert to an axisymmetriQ§bearing capa
city, an empirical "shape factor" was used (Durgunoglu
and Mitchell, 1975).

Because it is not possible to run cone penetrometer
tests on the same sample after a pressuremeter test, the
cone bearing capacity values qc in Table l were calcu
lated from empirical statistical equations given by
Bellotti, Baldi, Ghionna, et al. (1985). The values for
Hokksund sand were based on 35 tests, while those for
Ticino sand were developed from the results of 127 tests
in the CC. The estimates of qc are quite good consider
ing the large number of tests on which the correlations
were based.

Because the value of ¢‘
level and this value in turn
qo, an iterative calculation

is dependent on stress
depends on the cone bearing
procedure was necessary.

Details are given in Bellotti, et al. (1985).

Table 1 Experimental Data from SBP Tests in the CC
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Fig. 1 Theoretical Cone Bearing Capacity Compared to the
Values Obtained from Calibration Chamber Data

Figure 1 compares the theoretical axisymmetric bear
ing capacity to the experimental-statistical values of
the cone resistance, qc. The agreement is quite good.
Thus, the theory of expanding cavities in a frictional
material with a curved Mohr-Coulomb strength envelope
predicts reasonably well the drained cone penetration
resistance in clean predominantly quartz sands. The
results suggest that the end bearing resistance of piles
in sands driven beyond the critical depth may be re
liably estimated from pressuremeter tests using the
Vesic (1977) theory.
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Discussions on the bearing capacity of piles for
Ses§ons4A,4Band4C

YNISHIDA, Professor ol Civil Engineering, Kanazawa Univ,
lshikawa-ken, Japan

The writer would like to present some notes
on the bearing capacity of a pile, concerning
Papers in Session 4A, 4B, and 4C. The bearing
capacity of a pile base (EQ can be better pre
dicted by the SPT-'N' value through the follow
ing relationship for the cohesionless soils.

5;(f kg/cmz) = ef 243N/(30+ o.z5N) (1)

where ef is the coefficient of efficience for
the SPT system. The relationship was obtained
by the theoretical analysis including the fac
tors on the oberbUYden pressure(p), the elastic
modulus (E), the Poissons ratio (U) and the an
gle of friction (Y) of sands. Through the wide
range of N value it agrees with the results of
practical observations in many tests. If ef is
0.5 and N is comparatively of lower value the
above relationship is similar to Meyerhoff's
equation ( 5f= 4N). Since the aboue one can
be converted to the following equation, the in
fluence of the decrease of (f) due to grain cr
ushing or the influence by the lower valueof
(E) as the calcareous sands can be estimated th
rough eqs.(l) and (2).

6F=[3(1+sanfyip/(3-5in<,°>][E(a-S1n9°)/

l2sin<]’(l+`V)p] Zsinf/(l+sin§“)
(2)

The skin friction on the shaft depends much on
the pile installation methods resulting in ch
anging the coefficient of horizontal earth pre
ssure due to the displacement of soils. Accord
ing to the writer's analysis the following re
lationship can estimate the value of the coef
ficient of horizontal earth pressure (K) on the
pile shaft for sands.

Koé Ki Ko +[(l-sin?)/2(v+sin‘f) 0; xo]
X[l-(l+sinf+2V)(R/a)/(l+D)] (3)

where Ko: the coefficient of earth pressure at
rest; y : the angle of friction; U : the
Poissons ratio; az the pile radius or the
radius of displaced sands volume; R: the rad
ius of compressed zone around a pile being equ
al to the radius of failured zone and R=(2f'6)a
depending on the elastic modulus of sands; and
ol 2(»J+sin9")/(1+s1n9‘+zu);

The relationship (3) gives a very good est
imation for the value (K), when compared with
the practical observations. And it will be
useful to predict the ratio of horizontal to
vertical pressure in the effective stress syst
em after reconsolidation in clay for a driven
pile. For an example let K0=0.5, U =0.3,f =30°
and R/a=(2-5), it yields that K=(0.B2c“l.5)é
l.2, which agrees with the data in Papaer 4/A/`
lB(Karlsrud el).

According to the cylindrical cavity expansion
theory in the plane stress condition in the hor
izontal plane the total earth pressure (GQ and
the excess pore pressure (u) against a driven
pile can be estimated as follows:

6), =|<0\'Q+¢u[1+2iog,,(R/a)] (4)

U=Cu[(4/3)l5gn(R/B)+(A- l/3)V 3+(4(logn(R/all ] (5)
where cu is the undrained shear strength of the
clay and A is Skempton‘s pore pressure coeffic
ient and [2 is the vertical effective pressure
Let R/a =4-6 and A=l.0 then it follows that

61=l<0i2+(3.a~4.e)¢u and u=(3.1~s.o)¢u
If Ko=0.5 and cucan be yi/3 for normally cons;
olidated clays it yields that GL =(l.B'* 2.0)fz
~ei.9r'z and. u=(l.O3~l.67)J!Z'%l.34)'z.

some combinations between Ko, A and cu values
may give the case that the effective pressure
(Eh-u) is equal to zero.
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This discussion by the writer is concerned
with Papers 4/Al5.. 4/A/9, 4/A/lB, 4/A1299
4/A/3l, 4/A/36, 4/C/7, 4/C/8, and lectures by
Randolph and by Murff.
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Neutral point and axial load of negative skin friction
S.SATO, Japan

EIWASHITA, Japan
H.OMORl, Japan

1. Introduction

In this paper, a calculation method for estimating
the depth of final neutral point Xou and ultimate axial
load Nu of a pile in the negative skin friction (N.S.F.)
is proposed. The distribution of skin friction to depth
changes with the increase of ground settlement as shown
in Fig. l-(a). The mobilizing zone of skin`friction is
gradually expanding and finally comes to the state (Ill).

be larger than (P + Fu). Where, Fu is the ultimate
total friction along a pile.

Therefore, the value of Ru in Eq. (1) is equal to or
less than P + Fu. Assuming that FN = o~Fu and FP =
(1 - u)Fu, and by substitution of these equations into
Eq. (1), a is given by:

_ l Ru - P _ lL_ ou _e-2<1+>F__ > Fuji’ rua..
Where, Tu,x (tf/mz) is the frictional strength along a
pile at the depth x, and U is the perimeter of a pile.
Therefore, the ultimate axial load Nu is expressed by:

Nu=P+FN=P+u'Fu=(P+Fu+Ru)/2 ...... (3)

Then, the final neutral point Xou can be determined
from Eq. (2) according to the distribution of Tu.; to
depth. In the normally consolidated ground, for example,
Tux can be expressed approximately 'tux é a-: as shown in
Fig. l-(a).

Therefore, u.°Fu is:
‘U°L2 z

c!~Fu = U°f::°ua~r-dx = (%).U°u = Fu 'l-louz  (4)
In Eq. (la), the term in brackets indicates the ultimate
total friction in the case when Tux = a-x, and 1-'ou =

S. Sato has previously tried to give a detailed explana- Xou/L_ From Eq_ (4), the final neutral Point can finally
tion of the process from (I) to (Ill). In this paper, be expressed as:
only state (III) is taken up as the subject of discusSivn- Xou 1 Ru - P Pu - P

Llou - L - \/5 - Z(1 +T) - 0.707 Fu2. Calculating Formulas (5)
The calculation method proposed here is based on the

consideration of pile tip reaction in the state (III). U ljThe limit of the space allowed is not favourable to the 5Afullest explanation upon consideration. The conclusion 3509obtained in this consideration is briefly given as fol- ___-J 'lows: "When the pile tip reaction R reaches its ulti- 2 g'  
mate value Ru by and through negative friction, the g '__-;.°'B  
neutral point finally converges upon the middle parts of gg  Vembedded pile length L." From this conclusion, the _U o0.7
values of Xou and Nu can be determined as follows: _dj-SIn the state (III) where the skin friction has come 35415
no mobilize fully along :he embedded pile length L, the 35” H llllllequilibrium of forces is given as follows: Z 05`D.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

P + FN - FP - Ru = 0 .......  (1) Ca1°“1“ed fi““1_“°“t“1 P°i“f
p _,`=0.707~ /1+FProvided, however, that the pile tip reaction R cannot . Ti

Fig.2 Comparison of Final Neutral Point
between Measured and Calculated Values

L

Pile TOP road P Note: Fu = UL Tu:~drT ___ _ .__SP Ne ativelfo ‘IPO ve vG.L 0 0 Axial Load Ne lllllllllli3 \ ”’/Wl fmt .25 llIllllllHl3, ‘, 3 \ ,, ‘_ 3 . lllllllllillH \ 3 ,A S 1 , 3 ; . 3 lllllllllll><Q;’ \ .4 li ai  3 g = llllllllllll\ “S \ \\ e / \ _g Xeu ; ' 3 lllllalllllL '   ° / ' `\ 3 = Illiiailill\ U 'fl _ H V ° ii,I P. U, \ E .af ,Q 1 gh, lllllllElle , \ l , 3 . , .. I _____ ge !HlElllllllvp  ` 'gl' O II  ma un £`e'°°| - -~
'Tip Reaction cl1:1:1°1n:gl(:=)eR iv.-§4n+n.)
(1) iv (11) fi (III) (b) Axial Load

(a) Distribution of Friction Tr (tf/mz) along Pile Distribution Fig_3 Comparison of Ultimate Axial Load be_

Fig. l Progress of Friction and Axial Load
tween Measured and Calculated Values
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Nhere, Pu (= Fu + Ru) is the ultimate bearing capacity of
a pile. Similarly, in the case when Tux is constant to
the depth, the equation “ou = a is established. From
Eq. (5), it is assumed that the larger the value of Ru
is, the deeper the final neutral point Uou is. When
Ru = P + Fu, uou = 1.0. And as already mentioned, the
pile tip reaction R is equal to or less than (P + Fu).
Therefore, even in case of Ru > P + Fu, Ugu = 1.0. In
case of Ru 5 P + Fu, Nu = P + Fu. Eqs. (3) and (5) can
be established irrespective of the causes and types of
ground settlement, and Eq. (3) is not related also to the
shape of the distribution of Tux.

3. Comparison of Nou and Nu between Measured and
Calculated Value

In Figs. (2) and (3), the results of field tests of
N.S.F. conducted in the past in Japan are compared with
the calculated values obtained from Eqs. (3) and (5).
Both values are almost well coincident with each other.
The test piles are steel pipe piles ranging from 508 to
B00 mm in diameter and from 20 to 60 m in embedded
length. The test results of these piles were plotted
irrespective of whether they are friction or bearing
piles as well as the causes and types of ground settle
ment. Moreover, the values of Fu and Ru were estimated
directly from the distribution curve of axial load at the
final observation.
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Written discussion to Session 4A
E.SLUNGA, Associate Professor ot Soil Mechanics and

Foundation Engineering, Helsinki University of Technology Finland

EXPERIENCES IN USING PILE DRIVING ANALYZER
IN SILTY SOILS

The Geotechnical Laboratory at the Technical
Research Centre of Finland has conducted dyna
mic load tests (CASE-method) on prefabricated
concrete piles with a square cross section of
250 x 250 mm? at some work sites, where the
soil consists of loose or medium dense silty
sand layers. A part of the dynamic measure
ments have been conducted at the end of the
driving of the piles and the others at the
redriving one day or 2...5 weeks after the
end of driving. Six piles have been checked
with a dynamic test about six months after
the end of driving and about two months after
the static load test on the same piles.

According to the observations in this kind of
soils the driving resistance of a pile may be
small at the end of driving. But the driving
resistance and the bearing capacity of the
pile increase after the driving depending on
the time elapsed and the soil type. The bea
ring capacity at redriving may be two or three
times as high as the end of driving. Therefore
the final measurement of the bearing capacity
of a pile in silty soils has to be done at
redriving stage. If the final bearing capacity
of a pile has to be predicted by aid of the
CASE-method at the end of driving, another
JC-factor shall be used than in a dynamic test
at redriving. The values of the JC-factor
given in the literature /1/ seem to be usable
in load tests at the end of driving. The JC
factors used in dynamic tests at redriving
several days or weeks later shall be up to
3...4 times as great as those used at the end
of driving.

When comparing the results from the static
load tests with those from the dynamic tests
(CASE-method) conducted about two to six
months later the following JC-factors havebeen obtained:
- medium sand, d10 = 0,15 mm JC = 0,2
- fine sand, d10 = 0,06 mm J¢ = 0,3
- silty sand, d10 = 0,02,

d20 = 0,06 mm JC = 0,4...0,5
- silty sand, d1O = 0,02,

d35 = 0,06 mm JC = 0,5...0,7

Literature:
1. Gravare, C.J., Goble, G.G., Rausche, F. & Li
kins, G., Pile driving construction control by
the CASE-method. Ground Engineering. March 1980
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Discussion related to bearing capacity calculation ot
piles out of CPT (Session 4A)

Discussion relative aux méthodes de calcul de la

capacité portante des pieux partant des résultats CPT
(Session 4A)

WEVAN IMPE, Professor, Laboratory of Soil Mechanics, Ghent
State University Ghent, Belgium

Relating my paper "The bearing capacity of
screwed piles in cohesive layers" to some other
papers in this same session 4A, more especially
with respect to the paper of Prof. A. Tejchman
et al. (Poland). there can be made some comments
on the different interpretations and calcula
tions of the bearing capacity out of CPT-results.

a] In our own calculation method for ultimate
base pile bearing capacity out of CPT-results,
[method De Beer - 1972) it is clearly defined
which type of "rupture" is understood : very
near to the boundaries of each soil layer.
the rupture load is estimated as the load at
a (relative) displacement from the pile base

s

equalizing -;EE3E----- = 2.5 2. At larpile diameter
ger penetration depths in the bearing layer
the conventional rupture load is supposed to

5

be obtained at --- = 'lo 2. when thepile diameter
so called "rupture loads" out of in situ test
loading results has to be derived and compa
red with the calculated predictions. it is
necessary the same failure criteria, built in
in the predicting calculation method. also
are taken into account for the interpreta
tion of the test loading results. To this
essential aspect not very much attention has
been paid to.

b) More generally. the notion "Ultimate bearing
capacity” still is not clearly defined and
deserves probably much more our attention
when using this combination of words so fre
quently. Indeed. in my opninion, instead of
speaking only in terms of "ultimate bearing
capacity". one should by preference try har
der to describe and compare the whole of the
pile behaviour during loading up to failure.
Just as well it's in my opinion a loss of
time and money to perform pile loading tests
up to 1.5 or even 2.0 times the estimated
allowable loads. To learn about pile-loading
behaviour. which remains essential for the
understanding of the "bearing capacity" of a
pile. test loading should go on up to failure
load.

c) In very few papers the way of performing the
pile is mentioned and so still not frequent
ly taken into consideration when evaluating
and interpreting the test loading results.
Also this aspect although cannot be neglected
at all and deserves much more our attention.
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Finally, as done in the paper of Tejchman
et al.. it seems to me impossible on the one
hand to clarify the pile bearing capacity and
on the other hand to compare different pile
bearing capacity prediction methods. when Dn
ly speaking of "allowable" loads.
Such "allowable" loads are obtained out of
different calculating methods. each of them
in fact giving "rupture" loads but connected
in an unseparable (and sometimes very con
cealed] way with own "safety" coefficients.
characteristic for each of this methods.
Because of the different safety factors built
in many different ways in each of this calcu
lation methods for obtaining "allowable"
loads. the comparing of such results has no
practical sense.



Discussion Session 4B: Pierfoundations

ZBAZANI Chairman, Prof. em., Technical University Prague,
Czechoslovakia

M.F.STOCKER, Discussion Leader, Bauer Special Foundations,
Schrobenhausen, FRG

IITRODUCTIOI

The use of piers, large bored piles or drilled
caissons has spread extensively during the past
years and quite different production methods
and systems have been developed throughout the
world. Great experience and knowledge have been
gained, but nevertheless a lot of questions
have remained, for instance:

- Which safety factors, overall or partial,
have- to be chosen vs. ultimate load, shaft
load, point load?

- what is the long-term capacity of skin
friction and point pressure?

- Is it possible to transfer bearing values
from piers with small diameters to piers of
large diameters?

- what is the safety factor and bearing
behaviour under cyclic loading?

- How does the production method influence
bearing behaviour?

- How does bearing capacity of a pile within a
narrowly spaced group compare with that of a
single pile, both for vertical and horizontal
loading?

- How does a pile cap influence the bearing
capacity of a pile group?

Among many others, these questions still need
further study, both through analysis, model
tests and large-scale tests. Therefore this
international discussion was focussed on two
topics:

a) “The determination of safe and economic
working loads from in-situ-tests" and

b) "Group performance of bored piles."

Because of limited space available, it was not
possible to publish the contributions to the
discussions completely, but it was tried to
summarize the most significant parts of all the
presentations as well as possible. The authors
will certainly be glad to answer specific
questions more in detail upon request.

Caisson toundations in Singapore
B.B.BROMS, Nanyang Technological Institute, Singapore
l.H.WONG, Nanyang Technological Institute, Singapore

Several tall buildings have been constructed in
Singapore during the last 15 years on large
diameter caissons (Broms and Wong, l98N).

The 50-storey DBS Building is supported on four
7.3 m-diameter caissons. The soil consists of
fill, soft marine clay, alternating layers of
stiff clay and medium to dense sand. The 39 to
6U m long caissons extend down to an underlying
layer of mudstone. The design load for the
caissons which support a 3,1 m thick concrete
slab is 200 MN per caisson.
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Fig. 1: Result from plate load test on mudstone
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The settlement of the building is shown in
Fig. 2. It compares well with the settlement
determined from the plate load tests.

Similar foundations were carried out for the 62
-storey OUB-Building and the 52-storey Treasury
Building.

Load tests for design of bored piles
L.C.REESE, University of Texas, Austin, USA

Piles for load tests should penetrate to the
same depth as the production piles and con
struction procedure should be equal or very
similar. The diameter of the test pile may be
less to allow the pile to be loaded to failure,
if the distribution of axial load is determined
as a function of depth.

45'

LEAD WIRE
(Push: JACIETED
lwsrnultnfrrnon CABLE)

SWAGELOK FITTING

HOSE CLAMP

RUBBER HOSE

STRAIN GAGES

Q ' " CELL COLUMN

A device to obtain
the load at various
points is the so
called Mustran cell
(Fig. 1), a defor
mation device based
on electrical strain
gages. Four of the
cells placed in the
pile at a level above
the ground surface
serve as calibrating
level.

In Figure 2 test
results are shown for
a pile in granular
soil with a diameter
of 1220 mm and a

Bored piles in expansion and poor soils in India
D.MOHAN, Central Building Research Instilute, Floorkee, India

In the early fifties the Central Building
Research Institute of India developed short
bored 3,5 m long underreamed piles for black
cotton soils which are highly expansive with a
predominance of montmorillonite clay mineral. A
portable hand operated underreaming tool was
also developed which belled out the base of the
pile to roughly two and one half times the stem
diameter. These were further developed into
multi-underreamed piles which carried greater
loads, roughly 50 percent more for every extra
bulb.
For soft to medium dense soils the CBRI
developed bored compaction piles which improved
the load carrying capacity of normal bored
piles by 50 to 100 percent. In this system the
bore hole is first made with an auger, concrete
poured in through a tremie and steel
reinforcement cage driven through the green
concrete with the help of a steel pipe with a
loose fit cast iron shoe welded to the steel
reinforment at the end. The steel tube is
finally withdrawn and extra concrete poured in
through it during its withdrawal.
Both the underreamed and bored compaction piles
have been used extensively in India and found
to be 30 to 50 percent more economical than the
traditional pile foundations. An Indian
Standard Code of Practice for their design and
construction has been published which has
provided the required confidence to the build
ing industry.

depth of 37,1 m. with
this information skin
friction and end
bearing may bedetermined as a
function of downward9 movement, providedthe modulus of*-Y elasticity of the
pile shaft is nearly
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Fig. 1: Mustran Cell pile.
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Load tests were carried out with underreamed
piles (Fig. 1) in highly expansive black cotton
soil in different seasons to study the effect
of varying moisture content of the soil (Fig.
2).

Bored piles (piers) socketed into rock
Fl.G.HOFlVATH, McMaster University Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Shaft Resistance:
Typically, 60 to B0 percent of the applied load
is supported by shaft resistance of piers
socketed into rock. Figure 1 shows the relation
of shaft resistance vs. uniaxial compressive
strength for full-scale piers (diam H00 mm).
The suggested correlation for conventional
socketed piers is presented (hatched zone) in
Fig. 2. The diamond shaped points are for
sockets which have been roughened by grooving.
Shaft Roughness:
Shaft resistance values can be doubled by
roughening the socket wall by grooving. A

found between roughness and
resistance, based on test

relationship was
normalized shaft
results (137 data points) on small model piers,
reinforcing bars in concrete and full-scale
piers.
Load Transfer and Safety Factor:
Normally less than 20 to 25 percent of the
applied working load reaches the bottom of the
pier socket. In most cases the shaft resistance
has become fully mobilized at displacements
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resistance with material strength for
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greater than about 6 mm. The base resistance is
not fully mobilized until displacements greater
than about 25 mm have been achieved. This
supports the use of a separate safety factor
for each component of load support.

Measurement of pile length and concrete quality alter
construction

LPAREZ, Paris, France

A sugar silo, 28 m in diameter, had a capacity
of 25,000 tons of sugar. Its capacity should be
increased to at least 30,000 tons.
It was known only that the silo was founded on
bored piles with a diameter of 1,20 m. The pile
heads were connected by reinforced concrete
beams.

To find out whether the working load of the
pile could be increased by 20 1, investigations
were required to test both the pile length and
the quality of the soil and the concrete.
The quality of the piles was examined using a
seismic method (Fig. 1).
Holes were drilled as close as possible to each
of the piles and filled with water. A geophone
was gradually lowered into these holes while
shocks were applied on the pile heads in order
to measure the time needed by the sound wave to
traverse the distance between the point of
impact and the geophone.
The measured time plotted versus the depth of
the geophone yielded segments of straight lines
indicating the velocity of the sound in the
concrete and the soil under the piles (Fig. 2).
The point of intersection of the two lines re
presents the pile length (accuracy within a few
decimeters).
The results indicated pile lengths of 16,5 m
and concrete of good quality (v = 5000 m/s).
The holes drilled for the seismic measurements
had shown that the soil consisted of chalk.
Four tests using a static penetrometer down to
a depth of 22 m allowed an estimate of the max.
skin friction and the ultimate point bearing of
the piles the length of which was now known,
using the calculation method contained in
French standard DTU 13-2, chapter 11.
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with a factor of safety of 2 the piles were
able to carry the higher loads without any
fortification of the present foundation.

Construction control for bored piles in complex soils
S.ECHAN, Pileoon Engineering Bhd., Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Residual soils derived from sedimentary rocks
commonly have a complex stratigraphy. This
poses a serious problem for pile foundations
due to changes in ground properties within
short distances.

It is worth noting that in such geological for
mations it is often not necessary to found the
bored piles on hard rock. The founding mate
rials may have SPT values of between 50 to 200.
During boring however it is difficult to
distinguish the relative strength of the
various strata.

In order to assess the strength of the soil as
the boring operation progresses, a large pene
trometer was developed (see Fig. 1).

The l.F.P. Pentrometer weighs about 3 tons and
has a diameter of O,N3 m and overall height of
2,7 m. It consists of a probe at the bottom
with dimensions equal to the Dutch Cone
(C.P.T.) and a casing which houses a large
spring.

At each pile location, the Penetrometer is
lowered to the bottom of the bored pile hole at
regular depths to record the penetration of the

-a‘J»

Fig. 1: The l.F.P. Penetrometer
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probe and the maximum force exerted on the
probe.

Figure 2 presents a reasonable correlation
between results of IFP Penetrometer and corres
ponding data of other in-situ tests for a site
in Kuala Lumpur.

By correlating the IFP data with results of
load tests to failure, it is possible to use
IFP data to estimate the bearing capacity of
bored piles.

Shalt friction determination and prediction from
full-scale loading tests

M.BUSTAMANTE, Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées,
Paris, France

FLFRANK, Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées, Paris,
France

LGIANESELLI, Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées.
Pans,France

In France results of 106 pile load tests have
been collected. Among the 106 piles, 62 may be
called bored piles involving 38 different
sites.
- Unit frlctions were determined with

instrumentation all along the shaft. Remov
able extensometers were used. They consist of
a series of inflatable cells at typical
distances of 1 to 2 m, with ribbons in
between, on which are stuck electrical strain
gauges. The advantage of this system is that
the shaft friction measurement is averaged
between two cells.

- the maintained load procedure is used until
failure (head displacement larger than 0,1
diameter).

The creep load Q was determined, 1. e. the
load at which the slope of the displacement
versus the logarithm of time increases more
than proportionally. It was found to be more
stable than the failure load. The Subcommittee
on Soil Testing of the ISSMFE has also adopted
this principle.

Two important features should be mentioned:

1. At failure the average total friction loads
for all piles were found to be 71 1 (7l,7 Z
for bored piles and 69,3 1 for driven
piles), the tip loads, thus, only 29 Z.
Under the creep load Q , the shaft
friction represents 82,1 %C(8N Z for bored
piles and 77,8 Z for driven piles).

2. The safety factors to be applied to the
predicted limit friction and tip loads
Qi and QE, for estimating the
creep load QC and the design load QDare:

S P
QL QLQ - -_ + C Fsc FPC

with FSC = 1,5 (1,5), FPC = 2 (1.5)



S P
QL QLQ - -- + -

D Fsn FPD
with PSD = 2 (2), FPD = 3 (2) for bored
piles (and driven piles)

This method insures a global factor of safety
of around 2 when compared to the actually
measured failure loads.

Allowable design load derived from load tests
E.FFlANKE, Technical University of Darmstadt, FRG

A somewhat different approach than in France is
used by the German pile committee to obtain the
allowable pile load. Measured skin friction and
point pressure values as a function of
settlement were collected from a great number
of pile load tests ln various soils. With these
values it is possible to construct a re
lationship between load capacity and settlement
by adding the shaft load and the point load
(Fig. l). The allowable load is determined by
the smaller of the two values related to the
limit load QL or the allowable settlementSall'
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is a factor bf safety

with
safety with respect to the limit load is
assured and the allowable settlement of the
structure may be fully taken into considera
tion. Difficulties arising from the use of
separate safety factors for skin friction and
point pressure are avoided (see separate
conference paper by Franke).

this method both a constant factor of

Self weight of raft is supported by piles
CHIN FUNG KEE, Jurutera Konsultant, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

The weight of a reinforced concrete raft is
supported directly by piles and not by the
ground between the piles.

a) Direct bearing of the raft on the ground
requires relatively large displacements to
mobilize as compared to the full mobiliza
tion of shaft friction by the piles.

b) Any load directly transmitted by the raft in
direct bearing into the ground will even
tually over a short depth be transferred by
soil arching to the adjacent piles.

c) A piled raft for a high-rise building is
normally heavily reinforced to meet the re
quirements of bending and shear. Even the
deflections of the cage formed by the steel
reinforcement would be too small to mobilize
ground support of much significance.

Heave resulting from release ot overburden pressure
CHIN FUNG KEE

Swelling will occur in clayey soils as a result
of the release of the overburden pressure in
excavations. The upward movement will be
greater near the surface of the new ground
level and decreases with depth.
In an 11 meter deep excavation in London Clay,
a heave of more than 60 mm was observed at the
center of the basement 5 years after the date
of completion.
Long bored piles installed before heave has
completely taken place, may therefore be liable
to fracture unless reinforced for these result
ing tensile forces.
In Kuala Lumpur it is practice to reinforce
the shaft of the bored pile with not less than
0,8 Z of the cross-sectionaal area of the pile.
The steel reinforcement ist taken right trough
the full length of the bored pile. Plastic
tubes are cast in the piles to enable sonic
tests to be conducted to ensure pile integrity.

Eltect of lateral grouting and preloading on bearing
behaviour of piles

O.MOFlETTO, lngenieros Consultores, Buenos Aires, Argentina

The author reports on the improvement of the
performance of large bored piles by lateral
grouting of the shaft and by grouting or "pre
loading" the base of the pile.
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Bridge Foundations, Detail of Preload
ing Cell
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Load tests were carried out on 2 m-diameter
piles for the Zarate-Brazo Largo Bridge with
depths ranging from 30 to 73 m. The lower part
of the piles rested in dense sand.
The piles were constructed by auger-boring an
uncased hole under circulating bentonite mud. A
steel case was lowered into the slightly larger
bore hole with pipes for lateral grouting. A
reinforcing cage with the preloading cell
(Fig. 1) was inserted. The hole was filled with
tremie concrete. The steel casing remained part
of the pile. The lateral pressure grouting was
carried out along the shaft. Afterwards the
pressure cell at the pile base was grouted to
preload the soil below the pile.
In Fig. 2 the results of a load test are
plotted, showing the load-settlement behaviour
before grouting, after lateral grouting and
after preloading.

SS_N I__l_gx ill=-;- -_ if---v
' ~ ` `).=r:.1=.

Fig. 2: Zarate-Brazo Largo Complex
Loading test of a pile: Load-Settlement
diagram

New construction and measurement method of bored

piles with enlarged base
G.MlKI, Yokohama National University Yokohama, Japan

In soils with low bearing capacities, the en
largement of the pile bases may be very effect
ive. It has been difficult, however, to con
struct and control the enlarged base.
A new method of Jet grouting, called SSS-MAN
Method, was recently developed in Japan. The
straight part of a pile is excavated by reverse
circulation drilling. Excavation by water Jet
is done for the enlarged part (Fig. 1).

(1) Excavation has been completed with water
Jetting

(2) The diameter of excavated space is
measured horizontally by using a rotat
ing sensor based on ultrasonic wave
method

(3) Removal of the slime settled on the base
by water Jetting and reverse circulation
method

(M, 5) Installation of reinforcing cage.
Measurement of slime deposit by slime
sensor and slime removal.

(6) Grouting of the excavated space with
concrete
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Fig. 1: Construction Porcedure

With this highly reliable construction method
foundations down to a depth of 70 m and en
larged bases with diameters of U m have been
carried out.

Behaviour of pile groups containing piles of unequal
length

H.G.POULOS, University of Sydney Australia

The author discusses the effect of adding
further piles to an existing pile group onto
the bearing behaviour of the group with respect
to settlement and load capacity under static
and cyclic loading.
The analysis involves the use of the boundary
element method, in which each pile in the group
is descretised into a number of elements. The
soil is assumed to be an elastic continuum but
allowance is made for pile-soil slip and bear
ing capacity failure of the pile tip. Cyclic
degradation of the limiting skin friction is
assumed according to the model of Matlock and
Foo (1979). The maximum possible reduction of
skin friction due to cycling has been taken as
50 Z of the original static value.

fs=60kN/m2
grgff fb=1_08MN/mz

15m Clay E,=50MN/mz
Ep=l»0000MN/mz

h=30m

Diameter: 0.6m

2_;_m  O Original Piles

I i | Additional Piles’}777/ 2“'"‘ 77775
Fig. 1: Problem analysed
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load capacity after
cycling with cyclic
load amplitude

The problem analysed is
figure 2 and 3 some
presented.

shown in figure 1. Inof the results are

The analysis suggests that, under static working
loads, the use of short additional piles results
in very little improvement in the performance of
a pile group.

Groups with piles of equal length perform more
efficiently than groups containing piles with
different lengths.

Settlement of bored pile groups
MEFIANDOLPH, Cambridge University Cambridge, UK

Computer based methods for estimating the load
settlement response of pile groups make allow
ance for interaction between piles in the group.
Two major'effects of interaction are:
1. Groups of closely spaced piles are relativelyinefficient with each pile typically

contributing less than 10 Z of its potential
stiffness as an isolated pile.

2. The load distribution among piles in a group
is non-uniform, with corner piles often
carrying twice as much load as the central
piles, even where the structural loading is
evenly distributed. This has been confirmed
by field measurements (Cooke et al, 1981).

The efficiency of a pile group may be expressed
as

Q = KS/(nkl)

where Kg is the group stiffness and kl thestiffness of a single pile.
For square pile groups the efficency may beestimated as _e2="
where the exponent e generally lies in the range
0,M to 0,6 with n meaning the number of piles
(charts by Flemming et al 1985).
To avoid high bending moments in stiff pile caps
or large differential settlements for felxible
pile caps, the number or size
corner piles should be reduced.
to more uniform load sharing,
outer piles may now be loaded
ultimate capacity.

of the edge and
This will lead

even though the
closer to their

Bored piles are frequently used on sites where
competent ground exists at surface level. In
such cases, the logical extension of using
fewer piles at the edges of a foundation is to
design a primarily raft foundation, with a
limited number of piles in the central region
of the raft in order to reduce the differential
settlements (Burland et al, 1977). The design
principle which should be followed is then to
distribute the piles in such a way that the net
load transmitted to the soil by the raft
follows the same pattern induced beneath a
rigid raft. In particular, the net pressure
beneath the centre of the raft should be of the
order of half the average pressure carried bythe raft, with the piles carrying the
difference between this and the actual load
applied by the superstructure. Padfield and
Sharrock (1983) have shown how this general
approach may enable both bending moments in theraft and differential settlements to be
minimised simultaneously. An approximate method
of analysis for such mixed foundations has been
presented by Fleming et al (1985).

Group action of horizontally loaded piles
E.FFIANKE, Technical University of Darmstadt, FFIG

Starting from the results of Schmidt (see sepa
rate conference paper) obtained from horizon
tally loaded large-scale load tests on rows of
bored piles, a series of model tests in sand
(pile diameter = no mm, pile length = 320 to
720 mm) was carried out with horizontally
loaded pile groups. Based on these test results
a simple method was found to estimate the
stiffness of pile groups by considering the
various stiffnesses of the piles in dependency
of their location within the group.
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Tne front pile in a row of piles connected by a
common pile cap behaves like a single pile. The
further piles get less soil support. Their
stiffnesses decrease. In a similar way the edge
piles of a string of piles oriented
perpendicularly to the direction of the
horizontal load proved to be stiffer than the
piles between the edge piles. This result wasfound to be valid both for short and long
piles.
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Discussion on the paper: ‘Bearing capacity of piers
and piles with large diameters', by H.Brand|

ZBAZAN11 Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering, Czech
Technical University, Prague, Czechoslovakia and Geotechnical

Consultant, Geoindustria Co., Prague

H.Brandl treats daring examples of exceptional
sizes of piers installed in steeply inclined
or sliding slopes. Piers are socketed in mica
slate. For computation of proportion of base
load QP/Q the Eqs./2/ and /2a/ of H.Borowicka
/l976/ were used. These equations are approxi
mative solution of the transfer of axial load
in the interior of semi-infinite homogeneous
elastic solid, the rigorous solution of which
was given by Poulos and Davis /l96B,l980/. Ta
ble II shows the solutions of Poulos and Boro
wicka for stiffness factor Ep/Es: 500 and Poi
sson's ratio 0.5. The comparison of approximate
and exact solutions is favorable. However, the,
average measured values differ from theoreti
cal ones as seen in column /5/.
The reason for the discrepancy of measured and
theoretical values may be explained, if it is
taken into account that the pier is end-bea
ring on a stiffer stratum of weathered mica
slate. The overburden is loose to firm sandy
gravel. Theoretical ratio Cb of proportion of
base load of pier resting on a stiffer stratum
to that of a pier end-bearing on homogeneous
solid for L/D = 27/5 = 5.4,Eb/ES - 500/50= lO
and EP/Es- 25,000/50- 500 is about 3 as given by
Poulos and Davis /l980, Fig.5.l4/. The pier is
socketed into mica slate in a depth of one
diameter which is the cause of measured value
of Cb higher than 3.
The elastic settlement of the pier could be
evaluated by theory of Poulos. The modulus to
be used in conjunction with this theory may be
introduced as the Young's modulus, if the com
pressible depth, called the active depth, is
considered /Baiant 1984/.

T A B L E II

Proportfh of base load /in percents/

L/D Poulos Borowicka Average Ratio
measured /4/:/2/

--_---___ _-___ ___ _________1'§lE§____..___________
L11 _____ QL __.____ QL _____ ____ Z id ______ £21 ______

5 16.4 18.6 67 4.110 10.2 12.0 47 4.615 7,5 3.9 30 4.0
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The evaluation of coefficient n, used in com
putation of active depth, is treated by the
writer in a paper of this conference /Simek,
Baiant and Sedlecky l9B5/ which happened to
be placed in Session 4A instead of 4B. As
addendum to this paper the correction of
Eq./4/ follows

5; = 25 z - 3; hw /1-n'/ /1o/
where the second term on the right side is
Archnnedes'uplift and n'= porosity. Intro
ducing this in the computation we get follo
wing results for n':
/a/ saturated dense silty sand 0,14
/b/ saturated very dense gravelly sand 0.20/c/ fissured clay 0.17
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Opening of Session 4C: Foundations for oft-shore
structures

J.A.JIMENEZ-SALAS, President, Professor, Spain

Ladies and Gentlemen: We are now heading the last stretch
of the technical part of this Conference. I hope that it
is going Lo be a very interesting Session, for two
reasons:

First, because if we look for really significant advance
ments in Soil Mechanics during the last decade, very many
of them are related with Offshore Engineering.

Other lines of resenrch have been challenged during this
time by new, and surely very important problems. But
Offshore Engineering has faced a much more provocative
stimulous: the challenge of a new environement. So, it
has been obliged to keep continously in view the real
behaviour of the materials and to check in every moment
the adequacy of the mathematical models that the suc
cesive emerging theories have framed.

The second reason that guarantee the interest of the
discussions that we are going to hear is the personality
of the Discussion Leader and of the panelists, and the
number of the members of the Conference that have announ
ced his intention of contributing to the free discussion.

It is my duty to introduce the Discussion Leader, nl
though he is presently better known of the audience than
I am.

Dr. Kaare Hoeg received the Doctors Degree in 1965 at the
M.l.T. and in 1968 became Professor of Civil Engineering
at the Stanford University.

At 1974 he returned to his native land, Norway, for taking
charge of the difficult task of succeeding to Prof.
Laurits Bjerrum, whose sudden death was a dreadful shock
for all his friends and, in general, for all the Geotech
nical Community. From that year of 1974, Dr. Kaare Hoeg
is Director of the Norwegian Geotechnical Institut and
Professor of the University of Oslo. I do not think that
is necessary to spent some precious minutes of this two
brief session, detailing their well known contributions
to the Engineering technique and to the Engineering
Science.

According with the adopted scheme for the Speciality
Sessions, the conducting of the same corresponds to the
Discussion Leader. Then, from this moment on, the Session
is in the hands of Dr.Kaare Hoeg. P1ease,Dr.Hoeg, proceed.
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Closing remarks for Session 4C

Ladies and Gentlemen: We arrive to the end of this very
interesting Session. I dare to interpret the feelings of
every member of the audience, presenting our thanks to
all the contributors, and very specially to the Discus
sion Leader and Panelists.

We are now well informed of the possible solutions to
some problems of Offshore Foundations in some very special
soils. We are also aware of some questions that remain
open.

And this is most important, as one of the main benefits
of this Conferences is to promote the research on some
specific subjects.

For instance, although the problem examined here has been
the resistance to vertical loads, the influence of hori
zontal forces should be taken in account. They are always
present in Offshore, and, as they influence the shaft
reactions, they must obviously affect the shaft resistan
ce. When you find difficult to extract a nail, you apply
lateral forces on it.

Very important results have been obtained in the field
of cyclic sollicitations. But some future research could
explore the effect of the millions of cycles that the
waves impose to these structures, inducing the fatigue
failure of the individual particles of the soil. Some
years ago, during the replacement of the steel piles of
broken dolphin in the West Coast of Africa, we found that
around the piles, the originally existant gravel had been
trenformed into rock flour. By the way, we found that the
piles were broken by fatigue failure of some weldings.

We have the hope of hearing more about the answers to
these points in the future, and with thanks to all the
contributors, and to the audience for their assistance,
I declare the Session closed.
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Discussion of Session 4C: Foundation for oiishore

structures (with reference to piles in very dense
sands)

J.L.BFilAUD, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, Texas A&M
University College Station, TX, USA

The results of two recent studies performed at Texas
A&M University are used to illustrate, l. the signifi
cance of residual loads due to driving, 2. the fact
that if a method predicts well the ultimate capacity of
piles all in sand and the ultimate capacity of piles
all in clay it does not necessarily predict well the
ultimate capacity of piles through clay into sand, and
3. that the factor of safety is an integral part of any
ultimate capacity method.

The first study was sponsored by the U.S. Geological
Survey and the Federal Highway Administration (Briaud
et al., l9B3, Briaud & Tucker l984a, Briaud & Tucker,
l9B4b). A quality data base of 12 vertical load tests
on driven piles in sand was collected. The piles were
from 9 m to Z1 m long, were sufficiently instrumented
and the load testing program sufficiently complete to
obtain the magnitude of the residual point load Opp
The load 0 r exists at the pile point after driving and
before loag testing due to the fact that the pile is
prestressed in the ground. AT the end of driving, an
equilibrium is reached between the residual point load
Op, acting upward on the pile and the residual friction
load Of, acting downward. These loads are generally
ignored in load tests on instrumented piles since the
instrumentation is zeroed after driving of the pile.
Using the 12 pile data base it was found that on the
average:

o,,,, -1.5 top, - o,,,> _ _ _ ul
of, = o_o tofu + o,,,> ............ <2>

where 0 uis the true ultimate point load, Opu - Qpr is
the ultFmate point load measured in load tests where
residual loads/are ignored, 0 fu is the true ultimate
friction load and Qfu + 0 r is the ultimate friction
load measured in load tesgs where residual loads are
ignored. The data base also allowed to evaluate after
consideration of residual loads the ratio of the ulti
mate friction load in tension to the ultimate friction
load in compression. For piles longer than 15 m this
ratio averaged 0.9.

The second study was sponsored by the Mississippi
Highway Department and the Federal Highway Administra
tion (Briaud et al., l9B5a, Briaud et al., l9B5b,
Briaud & Tucker l985c). A data base of l00 pile load
tests performed by the Mississippi Highway Department
was used to evaluate a number of ultimate pile capacity
methods. This data base included 7 driven piles in
sand, and l7 driven piles through clay into sand.
Tables l and 2 show the mean and standard deviation for
the ratio of the predicted ultimate load over the
measured ultimate load at a displacement of one tenth
of the pile diameter plus the elastic pile compression.
As can be seen, for the piles in sand the API method is
conservative while the cone penetrometer method devel
oped by the laboratoire des Ponts et Chaussees and the

ne.un|n anar evnunu e ue. man :nur uaono
Prrdlcled over Insured Ultlule Predicted over Insured Ultllale
Loud hllo for Pllu In Sand Lold Illia for Piles Through Clay
A(CDrdlng to Ynrlnlli U!lh0d$. lrllo Slrld ltcordlng to Vlrloui

nflhvdi.

LPC Curie API Coyle LPC CM! API Coyle(l9BJ (l9B|l (|9lll (l98] (HBH (NU)° Q
n¢|n ra!-!lS!m l.oz 0.42 l.05 lean t_!_ZLs£; 1.22 1.15 2,41u nun. °,, ",.,_Sllndlrd 0.]9 U.l6 0.24 Sllndlrd 0.60 0.67 l.JlDeviation n"||¢|m.Q 0(nr 1% lor (JLU2)u nu.. °u mn.

Coyle's method are performing well. However, Coyle's
method overpredicts significantly the capacity of piles
through clay into sand, the API method also sees its
means drastically increased while the cone penetrometer
method continues to perform relatively well. Although
efforts should continue for the development of ultimate
capacity methods which are theoretically sound, it
appears that at the present time methods based on
testing analogy, such as the cone penetrometer methods,
perform better than other methods.

Because different methods lead to different accur
acies in the predictions, a different factor of safety
should be used for each method. For example, the API
method may be a conservative method but it recommends
the use of a low factor of safety, namely l.5.
Meyerhof's method on the other hand was shown in these
studies to overpredict pile capacity; however a factor
of safety of 4 is recommended for use with that method.
For a given method the factor of safety should be
chosen to minimize the probability of failure under
working loads while minimizing the cost of construction
(Briaud et al., l9B5b).
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Commentary for: Offshore structures foundation
criterial for design in carbonate soils

FIAFAEL ALPUCHE GUAL, Inc., Petroleos Mexicanos

The su.bsoil where are supported the offshore
structures in the Campeche Sound have a high
porcentage of carbonate and calcareous sands, the
bonds of this soils can be broken by the driving of
piles in consequence loose some of its shear
strength.

To avoid a failure by bearing capacity of founda
tion in its analysis we have considered a loose of
shear strength, using the criterial of Mc Clelland
B. (Ref. 1) the carbonate content of the soil we
must know previously, that is obtained by the
test of solubility in chlorhidric acid.

According to the results of the test of solubility
chlorhydric acid and the porcentual analysis of
carbonates attained in the soils of the sound, we
recognize 4 zones that are present in the following
figure:
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lnwhere:

Zone A, less that 25%
Zone B, between 25 and 50%
Zone C, between 50 and 75%
Zone D, over 75%
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This criterion has a fundamental rule in the design
of the foundations, neglecting others parameters of
shear strength, An example of this is obtained
comparing the offshore structures Ku and Abkatun,
the first is located in zone C with calcareous clays
of hard consistency where we need more than 21
strokes in piles for one foot of penetration(figi.Lre 1)

Abkatun structures are located in zone B ln calca
reous dense sands, where the piles need sixty five
blows to penetrate one feet (figure 2) .

You can see the soil conditions at each location
are very different but the bearing capacity comput
ed and depth of foundation of the piles for these
structures are same.

ln conclusion we think that the bearing capacity
provided by Mc Clelland criterion is low and that
the obtained foundation is very expensive; so it is
very necessary to perform more investigation
and pile load test.
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Frictional capacity of piles driven into dense sands
S.I.TS|EN, Panelist

MECHANISM

The mechanism of frictional capacity of piles
driven into siliceous sands is generally clear
in a qualitative sense. lt is fundamentally a
pile-soil interaction problem, i.e. soil respon
se to pile driving and subsequent loading. The
unit frictional resistance fs along pile shaft
depends not only upon geotechnical properties
and depth distribution of soil layers,pile type,
size, length and its relative axial compressive
stiffness to soil, method of pile installation,
etc" but also on degree of mobilization of ulti
mate shaft friction value in each soil layer.

The effective-stress approach used in the past
two decades has been widely accepted in the en
gineering professions both for clays and sands.
The simple friction formula is,

fs = Ks 6:1 tan 6 =/B U;

where, 6; = effective overburden pressure,
K = coefficient of lateral soil pressure
S on pile shaft,

5 = angle of skin friction between soil
and pile shaft.

In this equation, if Ks is constant, fs increa
ses linearly with depth which is obviously con
tradictory to field observations. To conform
the calculated results to the actual values, Ks
should decrease with depth and this statement
has not yet been confirmed by experiments. More
over, KS should be chosen after pile is driven
into ground, i.e. fS=0;tanb, in which the stress
path of the effective lateral stress acting to
the pile shaft G; during pile driving and subse
quent loading must be ascertained.

FACTORS INFLUENCING KS AND 5 OR‘P

l. Pile Length
The decrease of KB with pile length is expla

ined by the progressive mobilization of the unit
peak frictional value along pile shaft as load
is increased, caused by compression of the pile
itself. As the pile penetrates beyond certain
depth called "critical depth", its tip resistan
ce no more increases. If a pile is driven into
a homogeneous sand deposit, its unit shaft fric
tion fs behaves similar to the tip resistance,
i.e. approaching a steady state. In offshore
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foundation design, piles are usually long and
pile length effect sh
Besides, large number

compressible under load,
ould not be overlooked.
of repeated heavy hammer blows on top of a long
pile may weaken the surrounding soil to an un
tolerable degree, and fatigue degradation would
likely occur in the soil.
?. Structure and Relative Density

Vesic(l975) presents that the fs of three
types of the Georgia sand may be expressed in
terms of their respective relative densities Dr.
It is likely that soil structure formed during
sedimentation process and subsequent wave action
may also play a dominant role in affecting fs
though this factor may be hard to be expressed
explicitly. With same relative density, fs of
uniform round grain sands is smaller than that
of well-graded angular grain sands. If shapes
of grains and grading characteristics of sands
are similar, then, Dr has a decisive influence
on fs.

5 _ Pile-soil Load Transfer ("t-z") Characteristics
The distribution of fs along pile length

must conform to the requirements of force equi
librium and strain compatibility among soil la
yers within the pile's penetrating depth. Arch
ing action and pile compressibility increase
shear strain in the upper surrounding soil la
yers. Thus, for a strain-softening soil the
shear strain would possibly fall in the region
of residual strength. This would lead to a pro
gressive failure along the pile shaft. Further
more, after many heavy hammer blows on top of
the pile, there would set up residual stresses
in the adjacent soil. Stress relaxation in the
soil due to readjustment of particles makes a
new regime of load transfer and fs more uniform
ly distributed along the pile shaft.

Pile test records (Yin, Qian et al., l985) shows
that shaft skin friction Pr and tip resistance
Pb increase simultaneously with the test load
PO (Fig.l). As Pf becomes fully mobilized, all
the remaining load would be carried by the pile
tip. This means that the ultimate values of
Pf and Pb could not occur at the same time.
This process of transfer of shaft friction to
tip resistance as a result of downward soil mo
vement is termed "load shedding" (Focht & O'Neill
1985). Table I compiles the results of the pile
load tests in which the ratio's of total shaft
resistances and the ultimate pile capacity arelisted.

Fig. 2 shows a load test record of steel pipe
piles performed in China during 1973. It is
shown that the top soil layers first reach their
ultimate fs values, then, remain practically
constant afterwards and fs of the lower layers
continue to increase until the final test load
is approached (Liu et al., 1979).
M. Soil Plugging

Soil plugging of open-ended pipe piles is
essentially a mobilization process of the in
side soil-wall skin friction. The process



um l LUII 1111 om 01. one Dnvm 11110 Smoy S0111 starts from the pile tip upward and is mostly
only limited to the lower portion of the pile
at end of driving. Inertia of plug during dri
ving should be considered. It has been obser
ved that piles which plug under static loading
do not necessarily plug during driving, and on
the contrary, dynamic plugging always produces
soil plug under static loads. Load tests on
pipe piles made in China (Li & Shang, 1983)
reveal the fact that the inside wall friction
generally is mobilized only 30-50% of the out
side ultimate shaft friction values partly due
to the disturbances of the soil core as it is
forced into the pile.

5. Method of Driving and Loading
In the offshore constructions in dense sands,

external jetting is frequently used to facilitate
pile sinking and to reduce soil heave. However,
one of the experiences in China observed during
driving test piles onshore is that fs was prac
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tically nullified
Difference in P-S
pile test loading
actually required
brium in the soil

during jetting.
curves between slow and fast
schedules depends on the time
to reach a state of equili

However, in offshore cons
truction interferences from the environmental
sources are so great and savings of manpower,
time and operation cost are so important that
fast loading procedure is recommended.

First loading usually produces greater pile dis
placement and frequently shows erratic strain
values. If axial pile stresses are to be mea
sured in segments by using strain gages, reload
ing appears to be necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

Significant improvements in our basic understan
ding of pile-soil interaction are expected to
be derived from pile research focused on off
shore problems. The improvements may likely be
resulted from a need to consider the progressive
load transfer mechanism along a long compressible
pipe pile, together with the degradation charac
teristics of the surrounding soil under various
loading conditions.
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